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With TRADEPAQ’s Output Management (OM) solution, you can extend your enterprise
even further by automatically generating, populating and delivering documents to your
clients,vendors and employees.
TRADEPAQ functionality enables the automatic delivery of documents in the format preferred by the
recipient, whether print, fax, PDF or XML, and customized to fit specified requirements. From the needs of a customer to
the requirements of a shipment or of industry regulations, users have an unlimited range of specifications that they can
attach to a transaction.
Via rules that are attributed to specific events, TRADEPAQ can automate a workflow that will dictate the flow of documents required to bring a transaction to completion. Thus, rules control the generation, population and automation of
multiple outputs.
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Why TRADEPAQ.Output Management?
Automated and Integrated Documents
Generation, management and delivery of documents
Consistent data throughout all documents
Requestors to secure input in data fields from correct source
International and Domestic Documents
Regulatory, industry and knowledge based
Packing lists, invoices, Bills of Lading, purchase orders, Letters of Credit...many more.
Fully customizable, specific to each partner
Document Workflow
Trigger/event based
Intelligent document routing specific to user and company rules: print, fax, email, HTML, XML, via bolero
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TRADEPAQ at Work
It’s easy to reduce costs with TRADEPAQ. Whether our customers choose TRADEPAQ’s comprehensive suite of
document collaboration services, Enterprise Document Management (EDM) or Output Management (OM), the
results are immediate. Here are some problems that TRADEPAQ easily solved for clients.

Immediate Cost Savings for Our Customers:
Problem: A large plant of a Global Company with many sites in Europe has numerous buildings on the same site. Employees were faxing
copies of documents from one building to another on the same plant. This activity was costing 2,500 GBP per Quarter.
Solution: With TRADEPAQ, they now distribute the same documents to local printers for a no cost solution. In addition, the Company now
uses TRADEPAQ throughout the rest of its sites and routes documents to a local print-server for faxing at local cost as opposed to assuming
international charges. Moreover, TRADEPAQ software enabled emailing as another option for the company.

Problem: A global manufacturing company produces capital equipment and consumable products used by the capital equipment. Shipments
of products are international. The International shipments require unique sets of shipping documents that are manually prepared and frequently include errors which result in additional shipping fees and fines.
Solution: TRADEPAQ produces unique sets of documents based upon the destination of goods to be shipped. For this company, TRADEPAQ
produces: Bills of Lading, Certificates of Origin, Proforma Invoice, Customs Declarations, Packing Lists, Shipping Labels, NAFTA documents
all automatically generated and free of errors.
Problem: Creating Invoices was a complicated problem facing one of our clients. This company never knew when to invoice to their clients
and vendors.
Solution: TRADEPAQ's document system was integrated into their ERP, the Company now automates this function and has eliminated the
problem by 100%
Problem: A manufacturing company could not create customs documents out of its ERP. 95% of the document data was located in the ERP
system, the remaining 5% was not within the organization.
Solution: By using TRADEPAQ's Enterprise Document Management, which includes a web-based document workbench, this client stopped
all delays in customs due to poor documentation. Thus, shipments arrived on time, late fees and fines were eliminated.

Problem: A European Company produced large shrink-wrapped pallet loads of product. The Company wanted to clearly label these pallets
with A3 sized labels. The Company was re-enterring the data into a local label printing system.
Solution: TRADEPAQ was used to automatically print these A3 Labels from data in their Shop Floor Data Capture system, saving them
much time and raising the Label Accuracy to 100%.

Problem: A Company that ships and distributes hazardous materials used to manually add the appropriate HAZMAT or MSDS sheets to their
shipments. This Company relied on the manual efforts of its warehouse personnel for this function. As a result, the Company incurred
numerous fines of thousands of dollars for erroneous paperwork in shipping these materials.
Solution: With TRADEPAQ, HASMAT, MSDS and all other required documents are automatically generated and, via the web-based workbench, are routed and updated by authorized users. All documents are then archived and retrievable within seconds.
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